CHAPTER

Irrigation and Lake Diefenbaker

3

The History
Origins and the South Saskatchewan River Project
The 1930s were hard on Saskatchewan. Successive drought destroyed the crops, farms and
municipalities went bankrupt and thousands left the land. The soil that formed the foundation
of the agricultural economy blew away. The period 1930-1940 has been spoken of as the "dirty
thirties" and "the winter years". The decade of the 30s was marked by seven years of drought,
ending in 1937 when the crop failure in Saskatchewan was almost complete. These 30s droughts
contributed to the social and economic collapse of the region in which thousands of settlers left
the land.
The geographic heart of the drought lay in the very centre of Saskatchewan around the South
Saskatchewan River. As a response to the social, economic and environmental disaster that the
droughts caused in the 1930s, the federal government developed a long-term assistance and
drought alleviation program by passing the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act and creating a new
agency headquartered in Regina - The Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration (PFRA) with
a specific mandate to develop drought proofing measures. These were seen across the Prairie in
the form of a large number of projects and proposals for dugouts, wells, shelterbelts, pipelines,
irrigation, short and long term storage, and the construction of some of the largest dams in
Canada. By the 1940s and 50s, PFRA and Saskatchewan had developed proposals for major
water storage at the centre of the province that became known as the South Saskatchewan
Project.
“The purpose of the South Saskatchewan River Project is to irrigate an estimated 455,000 acres of
land in central Saskatchewan by constructing a dam 205 feet in height across the South
Saskatchewan River near Outlook, the site being just above the mouth of Coteau Creek. Associated
with the plan for irrigation, it is proposed to develop 150,000 horsepower at the dam, part of which
would be used to pump water to heights of from 15 to 120 feet to irrigate approximately
307,000 acres of the total area. It includes provision for domestic use, greatly needed in the cities of
Moose Jaw and Regina.
Report of the Royal Commission on the South Saskatchewan River Project, Queens Printer, Ottawa, 1952.

A Commission of Inquiry was held to review the conditions of the day and to examine ways in
which the economic foundations of Saskatchewan’s agricultural economy could be stabilized.
The Royal Commission into the project recommended against its implementation since
measured benefits were not seen as exceeding measured costs (See Box 4) and recommended
that the project see further review at some time in the future when the project would represent
the best use of the water for irrigation.
Recommendation of the Royal Commission into the South Saskatchewan River Project
1. The Commission finds that at present the economic returns to the Canadian people on the investment in the proposed South Saskatchewan
River Project (Central Saskatchewan Development) are not commensurate with the cost thereof; though the Project would yield social returns
which, while they cannot be measured for the purpose of this Report, would be of great value to the region in which it is situated.
2. The Commission recommends that, when the time comes that the Project represents the best use of water for irrigation, the present finding
should be reviewed in the light of changing conditions.

Hogg et al. (1952) Report of the Royal Commission on the South Saskatchewan River Project, Queens Printer, Ottawa.
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Box 5
Findings of the Royal Commission into the South Saskatchewan River Project

Source: Hogg et al. (1952) Report of the Royal Commission on the South Saskatchewan River Project, Queens Printer, Ottawa
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While the Commission did not recommend for the project in 1952, it did identify a large
number of benefits that would have been associated with the project’s development and arising
from irrigation, hydro power development, municipal water supplies and secondary
manufacturing growth. The economic studies undertaken at the time by Professor Van Vliet at
the University of Saskatchewan identified the more important benefits as:
1.

Income benefits to irrigation producers;

2.

Income benefits to other individuals and to institutions and governments in alliance with the flow of irrigated
production and income;

3.

Savings to governments of otherwise necessary public assistance;

4.

Benefits allied in the increase in volume and diversity of agricultural production;

5.

Beneficial aspects of land use and conservation with respect to the irrigated and associated dry land areas;

6.

Enhanced security and stability of production and settlement contributed to irrigated and dry land farms;

7.

Opportunities for new settlement and reestablishment of settlement;

8.

Possibilities of beneficial rehabilitation of existing settlements;

9.

Accretions of basic resources;

10. Increase of rural and urban population in and around the irrigation area;
11. Desirable extensions of available services and facilities to individuals and groups associated in the irrigation
community;
12. Enhancement of individual and group social amenities in the context of the irrigation community; and,
13. Favourable fiscal and employment features of irrigation investment and production.
An Economic Appraisal on Associated Contributions of Irrigation Use, Chapter VI, submitted to the Report of the Royal
Commission on the South Saskatchewan River Project, Queens Printer, Ottawa, 1952 page 247

A change in government in Ottawa ignored the Commission recommendations and proceeded
with the construction of the Gardiner and Qu’Appelle dams over the decade from 1958 to 1968
and the formation of the 200 kilometre long Lake Diefenbaker. The development proceeded
under a multi-purpose integrated financing, planning and construction agreement between the
Governments of Canada and Saskatchewan signed July 25th, 1958. Under the Agreement,
Canada became responsible for the design and construction of the reservoir with its two earth dams, for certain
related works and for the acquisition of lands in the area of flooding. Saskatchewan was primarily responsible
for planning, developing and financing the various benefits of the project: irrigation, power, recreation and
secondary benefits.22
The large storage reservoir created by construction of the Gardiner Dam on the South
Saskatchewan River providing a secure supply of water for irrigation, power generation through
the Coteau Falls Hydro electric power station, a source of municipal and rural drinking water
Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada, P.F.R.A.

22

South Saskatchewan River Development Commission (1961)
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around the Lake and in the Regina-Moose Jaw region and southeast of Saskatoon, and a major
recreational attraction.
Project employment peaked in 1961 at around 1,280 and was estimated to have increased the
local population by about 1,800 people. In the first twenty years after the Gardiner Dam was
opened in 1967, there were some 126,336 acres brought under irrigation. Forty-four percent of
the area was to the south of the Gardiner Dam and fifty-six percent of the area was to the north
of the dam. By 1988, the project was evaluated for its social and economic benefits. The
evaluation (Kulshreshtha, S., et al 1988) and identified over two billion 1986 dollars as the
present value of the benefits over a fifty year time span from 1968 to 2017. Most benefits arose
from power generation and agriculture, but significant benefits were also identified for
recreation, municipal water supply and flood protection.
Table 15 - Benefits of the South Saskatchewan River Project Under Agricultural
Scenario No. 3 and a 5% Discount Rate
Benefit Area
Present Value in 1986
% of Total
Million $
Agriculture
871.7
42.7
Power
Recreation

1,012.9
74.1

49.7
3.6

Municipal Water Supply
Flood Protection
Total

77.5
0.9
2,038.3

3.9
0.1
100.0

Source: Kulshreshtha, S.N., et al. 1988, p. vi.)

An evaluation of the cost – benefit of the original project investments and subsequent
irrigation, water distribution and recreation expenditures ranged from 0.94 to 1.07 at a 5%
discount rate where the project benefits were largely the result of the production efficiency
gains of irrigated agriculture compared to dryland farming.

Recent Developments
In recent years irrigation development in the Lake Diefenbaker area has slowed down. Acreage
under water actually declined and opportunities for diversification slowed, most notably in the
government led SPUDCO initiative of the 1990s, which did encourage an expansion of potato
acreage, although the full potential of the project was never realised. However the opportunity
for increased irrigation remains and over the past five years major engineering project
evaluations have been completed five infill and expansion irrigation projects for:
•

South Saskatchewan River Irrigation District

•

Luck Lake Irrigation District

•

Riverhurst Irrigation District

•

Qu’Appelle South Irrigation Project

•

Westside Irrigation Project

All five projects were completed with support from the National Water Supply Expansion
Program administered by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and are discussed separately
below.
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Expansion Project Evaluation Summaries
South Saskatchewan River Irrigation District (SSRID)
Lake Diefenbaker has been utilized for irrigation in numerous areas. Farmers/producers in the
Outlook/Broderick area have been utilizing Lake Diefenbaker since 1967. In 1986, the peak of
irrigated acres reached 39,712. Since 1986 the number of irrigated acres has average between
39,559 and the current value of 35,174 acres. The existing infrastructure in generally in good
condition. Pre-cast concrete structures are indicating various degrees of deterioration along
with some exposed canal liners.
The SSRID project proposal outlines that with full expansion, the total number of irrigated
acres, including the existing 35,175 would be 63,525 acres. Lake Diefenbaker would be the
source of water for the majority of the expansion, but 2,210 acres would be supplied from the
South Saskatchewan River.
The project report has identified numerous areas of expansion. These areas vary in the number
of acres included and the associated costs. Table 16 below identifies the different areas outlined
in the report along with the acres involved and associated costs.

Table 16 – Summary of SSRID Project Costs and Proposed Work Schedule
Project
Number
Costs
Costs
Element
of Acres
(as Proposed 2004)
(adjusted to 2007
levels)
Project

Per/Acre

Project

Schedule of
work
(Total Years)

Per/Acre

Area 1

5,070

$253,500

$50

$267,975

$53

Area 2A
(option 1)

4,680

$1,530,000

$1,308

$1,617,363

$346

Area 2A
(option 2)

4,680

$9,286,000

$2,646

$9,816,231

$2,097

Area 2B*

2,210

$4,150,000

$1,878

$4,386,965

$1,985

Area 3

400

$20,000

$50

$21,142

$53

Area 4A

1,040

$1,440,000

$1,385

$1,522,224

$1,464

Area 4B

3,640

$6,840,000

$1,879

$7,230,564

$1,986

Area 4C

1,690

$2,690,000

$1,592

$2,843,599

$1,683

Area 5

9,620

$32,050,000

$3,332

$33,880,055

$3,522

Total

28,350

$58,259,500

$2,055

$61,586,117

$2,172

5

* Area 2B represents an irrigated area that would be supplied by the South Saskatchewan River, not Lake Diefenbaker.

The current water allocation in the SSRID is 93,000 acre feet from Lake Diefenbaker and the
Eastside Pump Plant. The historical upper decile water demand of 93,000 acre feet represents a
development potential of 65,000 acres. The historical upper quartile water demand represents a
development potential of 70,000 acres. The project report outlined the fact that with total
irrigation development, sufficient water would remain for intense livestock and agricultural
processing facilities. The report stated that annual diversions, averaged for the last 10 years for
the SSRID have been 399 mm/acre with the upper decile of 521 mm/acre.
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Table 17 summarizes each element of the South Saskatchewan River Irrigation District project
proposal.
Table 17 – Summary of SSRID 2007 Estimated Project Costs and Water Requirements
2007 Costs
Area 1

Cost/
Acre

Acres

$267,975

5,070

Area 2A (option 1)

$1,617,363

Area 2A (option 2)

$9,816,231

Area 2B*

$4,386,965

Area 3

Water
Requirements

Water Source

$53

Lake Diefenbaker

4,680

$346

Lake Diefenbaker

4,680

$2,097

Lake Diefenbaker

2,210

$1,985

South Saskatchewan
River

$21,142

400

$53

Lake Diefenbaker

Area 4A

$1,522,224

1,040

$1,464

Lake Diefenbaker

Area 4B

$7,230,564

3,640

$1,986

Lake Diefenbaker

Area 4C

$2,843,599

1,690

$1,683

Lake Diefenbaker

Area 5

$33,880,055

9,620

$3,522

Lake Diefenbaker

Total

$61,586,117

28,350

$2,172

399 mm/ac
521 mm/ac
(upper decile)

The project report did note that the different areas of expansion could be completed
independently of one another. The project report did not outline a schedule of work for the
development of the project. A work schedule has been assumed for the project, based on the
work schedule scenarios for the other irrigation projects.
A breakdown of the proposed work schedule and estimated duration is shown in Figure 12.
Maps 9 and 10 outline the location of the proposed project.
Figure 12 – Summary of Proposed SSRID Work Schedule and Estimated Duration
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Year
8

9
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11

12

13

Construction
Acreage Uptake
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14

15

Map 9 – Location of the South Saskatchewan River Irrigation District Project

Map 10 – Stages of Development of the SSRID Project
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Luck Lake Irrigation District – Strategic and Financial Irrigation
Infill and Expansion Plan – Golder Associates Ltd.
The Luck Lake Irrigation District is located just west of Lake Diefenbaker and has been in
operation since 1989. The district currently includes 8,600 acres of irrigated land. The existing
infrastructure is in relatively good conditions. Some failures were noted, one in 2004 and one in
2005, attributable to joint corrosion and a damaged pipe barrel. The source of water for the
current system is Lake Diefenbaker.
The Luck Lake project is designed to infill the existing irrigation areas as well as expand into
new areas. The development would increase the irrigated area within the district by 9,397 acres
increasing the total to 17,997 acres. The report outlined two scenarios. The cost calculations
within the report were based on Scenario 2; therefore, these are the numbers that have been
used. The associated costs and work schedule for the project are outlined in Table 18.
Table 18 – Summary of Luck Lake Project Costs and Proposed Work Schedule
Item

Luck Lake Irrigation District

Acres

9,397

Costs (as outlined in the report)

$25,642,870

Costs per acre (as outlined in the report)

$2,729

Costs (as inflated to 2007 rates)

$27,107,078

Costs per acre (as inflated to 2007 rates)
Schedule of Work

$2,885

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3

1 year
15 Years
30 Years

Water requirements for the proposed expansion were outlined in the project report. The report
outlined that for Scenario 2, assuming an annual average application rate of 200 mm per acre,
the total annual withdrawal would be 14,600 dam3. Table 19 summarizes the elements of the
proposed project.
Table 19 - Summary of Project Costs and Water Requirements, Luck Lake
Irrigation Project
2007 Costs
Acres Cost/Acre
Water
Water Source
Requirements
$27,107,078

9,397

$2,885

14,600 dam3

Lake Diefenbaker

The project report outlined three different project schedules. The first option included all
stages of expansion in a one year period. This scenario would mean a larger initial investment,
however, the benefits would arrive sooner.
The second and third scenarios suggested longer schedules of fifteen and thirty years,
respectively towards finished development. These scenarios would result in lower initial
investment requirements and would enable the costs to be distributed over a greater period of
time; however, this would also result in limited benefits of the system for a longer period of
time until the system was fully maximized.
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A breakdown of the proposed work schedule and estimated duration is shown in Figure 13.
Maps 11 and 12 outline the location of the proposed project.
Figure 13 – Summary of Proposed Work Schedule and Estimated Duration, Luck Lake
Year
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Luck Lake (Golder Associates - July 2006) Existing irrigation system has been operational since 1989
OPTION 1
Stage 1
Expansion and infill in Area 1
Stage 2
Expansion and infill in Area 2
Stage 3
Expansion to Area 4
Stage 4
Expansion of pump station and remaining areas
OPTION 2
Stage 1
Expansion and infill in Area 1
Stage 2
Expansion and infill in Area 2
Stage 3
Expansion to Area 4
Stage 4
Expansion of pump station and remaining areas
OPTION 3
Stage 1
Expansion and infill in Area 1
Stage 2
Expansion and infill in Area 2
Stage 3
Expansion to Area 4
Stage 4
Expansion of pump station and remaining areas
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Map 11 – Location of Proposed Luck Lake Project

Map 12 – Proposed Phases of Development of the Luck Lake Project
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Riverhurst Irrigation District
Infill and Expansion Plan, Clifton Associates Ltd. 2006
The Riverhurst Irrigation District currently irrigates approximately 10,000 acres. The irrigation
district has been divided into a north zone and south zone. Currently, the north zone irrigates
approximately 5,100 acres and the south zone irrigates approximately 4,900 acres. The
proposed infill and expansion plan has been designed on two levels. The current system has the
capacity to be increased from approximately 10,000 acres to approximately 17,000 acres without
the requirement for increased pumping capacity. This increase would require some
development of existing infrastructure. When the total irrigated area exceeds 17,000 acres,
additional infrastructure is required, including the addition of electrical pump stations and
additional pumps. With the additional infrastructure development, the total number of irrigated
acres could be increased to approximately 21,000 acres.
Table 20 summarizes the project costs and work schedule. The completion of the work was
outlined in the report and divided into four stages; however, no time line for the completion of
the work was provided. Therefore, an assumed work schedule has been applied to the project,
based on the number of acres involved.
Table 20 - Summary of Project Costs and Proposed Work Schedule for the
Riverhurst Project
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Acres
Total Costs (as
outlined in the
report*)
Costs per acre (as
outlined in the
report*)
Total Costs (as
inflated to 2007
rates*)
Costs per acre (as
inflated to 2007
rates*)

3,800

4,170

2,910

$1,602,600

$17,394,840

$15,726,120

$422

$4,171

$5,404

$1,694,108

$18,388,085

$16,624,081

$445

$4,410

$5,713

Total
10,880

$2,772,000

$37,495,560

$3,446

$2,930,281

$39,636,556

Schedule of work
(Total Years)

$3,643

3
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Table 21 summarizes each element of the Riverhurst Project. The report did not outline the
water requirements for the proposed project.
Table 21 – Summary of Project Costs and Water Source, Riverhurst Irrigation Project
2007 Costs
Acres
Cost/Acre
Water Source
$39,636,556

10,880

$3,643

Lake Diefenbaker

The project report outlined numerous phases for the development of the project. The phases
as outlined in the project report were:
Phase 1 of the project would involve infilling the current irrigation system. The
process of infilling would add 1,800 acres to the north zone and 2,000 acres to the
south zone without having to significantly expand the existing infrastructure.
Phase 2 of the project would involve twinning the main pipeline to the north zone
and adding additional pumping capacity as needed to accommodate the growth. A
series of sub-phases would then be completed in order to expand the north zone and
maximize the number of irrigated acres in the north zone.
Phase 3 of the project would involve expansion into the south zone by twinning the
main pipeline. A series of sub-phases would then be completed in order to expand the
south zone and maximize the number of irrigated acres in the south zone.
Phase 4 of the project would involve pump station infrastructure expansion. Phases 1
to 3 of the project could commence without the need to install additional pumping
capacity until the total irrigated area grows to 17,000 acres. Expansion beyond
17,000 acres would require expansion of the pump station electrical system and
addition of pumps to satisfy the demand.
No work schedule was presented for the development of the project; therefore, a work schedule
has been assumed and is presented in Figure 14. Map 13 outlines the current infrastructure
present in the Riverhurst Irrigation District. Map 14 outlines the proposed future development
as outlined in the project report.
Figure 14 - Summary of Proposed Work Schedule and Estimated Duration,
Riverhurst Project
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

Riverhurst (Clifton Associates Ltd. - December 2006) - Currently irrigate 9742 acres
Phase 1 - Infill
Phase 2 - Expansion, North Zone
Phase 3 - Expansion, South Zone
Phase 4 - Pump Station Expansion
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Map 13 – Location of the Current Riverhurst Irrigation System

sources
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Map 14 - The Full Expansion of the Riverhurst Irrigation District

source
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QuʼAppelle South Irrigation Project
UMA Engineering Ltd. June 2007
The Qu’Appelle South Irrigation Project represents a block of potentially irrigable land between
the Qu’Appelle River Dam and Buffalo Pound Lake, and the south of the Qu’Appelle River in
south central Saskatchewan. The project report outlined several different options for the
proposed development. The options involved irrigating either 108,181 or 122,351 acres. The
water source for the irrigation would be Lake Diefenbaker. An open channel main canal would
be required from Lake Diefenbaker, into the heart of the irrigation area.
The project report outlined the expected costs for the development as well as a work schedule
for the proposed development. Table 22 highlights the costs associated with the project and
the total duration of the work schedule.

Table 22 – Summary of Qu’Appelle Project Costs and Proposed Work Schedule

Acres

Total Costs (as outlined in
the report*)

Total Costs per acre

Total Costs (as inflated to
2007 rates*)

Total Costs per acre

Option 1A

Option 1B

Option 2A

Option 2B

Bridgeford
Tugaske

110,570

96,400

110,570

96,400

11,780

122,350
108,180

$69,400,000

$761,700,000
$668,800,000
$728,500,000
$632,600,000

$5,891

$6,226
$6,182
$5,954
$5,848

$73,362,740

$805,193,070
$706,988,480
$770,097,350
$668,721,460

$6,227

$6,581
$6,535
$6,294
$6,182

$692,300,000

$6,261

$731,830,330

$6,619

$599,400,000

$6,218

$633,625,740

$6,573

$659,100,000

$5,961

$696,734,610

$6,301

$563,200,000

$5,842

$595,358,720

$6,176

Total

Schedule of work (Total
Years)

11
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Table 23 – Summary of Project Costs and Water Requirements
2007 Costs
Costs/
Acres
Water Requirements
Acre
(Capital costs)
Option 1A &
Bridgeford – $687,960,680
122,350
$5,623
170,000 – 210,000 dam3
Tugaske
Option 1B &
Bridgeford – $603,286,970
108,180
$5,577
170,000 – 210,000 dam3
Tugaske

Water Source
Lake
Diefenbaker
Lake
Diefenbaker

Option 2A &
Bridgeford –
Tugaske

$652,864,960

122,350

$5,336

170,000 – 210,000 dam3

Lake
Diefenbaker

Option 2B &
Bridgeford –
Tugaske

$565,019,950

108,180

$5,223

170,000 – 210,000 dam3

Lake
Diefenbaker

The project report outlined a work implementation plan. Figure 15 summarizes the proposed
work schedule. The work comprised three stages. Preliminary Engineering Design would take
two years and would include designing the system, gaining regulatory approvals, licensing,
public consultation, development of a water management plan, land classification work, detailed
implementation strategy, contracting strategy and land acquisition strategy.
Stage 1 would take four years to complete and would include the final designs of all irrigation
structures, i.e. canals, reservoirs, etc. and construction of the main elements of the irrigation
system. Stage 2 would take seven years to complete and would involve developing the
irrigation structures on each individual block. A breakdown of the proposed work schedule and
estimated duration is shown in Figure 15. Map 15 outlines the location of the proposed project.
Figure 15 – Summary of Proposed Work Schedule and Estimated Duration for the
Qu’Appelle Irrigation Project, U.M.A, June 2007
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Preliminary Engineering
Design
Stage 1
Canals, reservoirs, intake
and spillway plus
Bridgeford - Tugaske
Stage 2
Pipeline
Distribution System
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Map 15 – Location, Qu’Appelle Irrigation Project

Westside Irrigation Project – UMA Engineering Ltd. March 2006
The Westside District offers the single largest irrigation expansion in the Lake Diefenbaker area.
The Westside Irrigation Project represents a 370,000 acre area of land stretching from the
Gardiner Dam of Lake Diefenbaker to Asquith along the west bank of the South Saskatchewan
River. This area has the potential of becoming one of the most intensive agricultural regions in
Canada, fulfilling the original vision of the South Saskatchewan River Project. The Westside
Irrigation Project would utilize water from three sources; Lake Diefenbaker (331,271 acres),
South Saskatchewan River (25,529 acres) and the North Saskatchewan River (17,670 acres).
The potential irrigation stemming from the South Saskatchewan River and North Saskatchewan
River have been summarized in Table 24 below for costs and work schedules.
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Table 24 – Summary of Project Costs, Adjustments and Proposed Work Schedule,
Westside Irrigation Project
Water Source
Lake
Diefenbaker

South
Saskatchewan
River

North
Saskatchewan
River

Acres
Total Costs (as outlined
in the report*)

331,271
$1,751,264,013

25,529
$131,629,702

17,670
$99,204,699

Costs per acre (as
outlined in the report*)

$5,286

$5,156

$5,614

Total Costs (as inflated to
2007 rates*)

$1,851,261,190

$139,145,758

$104,869,287

Costs per acre (as inflated
to 2007 rates*)
Schedule of work (Total
Years)

$5,588

$5,509

$5,935

20

2**

2**

*

Prices do not include 25% contingency sum as included in the report.

**

Schedule of work not calculated within the report; therefore, the schedule of work was assumed.

The consumption of water is a crucial factor when calculating the needs and requirements of an
irrigation project. The water requirements for the irrigation based on water from Lake
Diefenbaker were calculated and listed in the report. The annual consumption of water is
estimated to be 400 mm/acre. The estimated upper decile is 450 mm/acre. According to the
report, this represents a volume of 534,000 and 620,000 dam3 respectively of water diverted
directly from Lake Diefenbaker to irrigate 331,271 acres.
Table 25 summarizes each element of the Westside Project. No detailed breakdown of water
requirements were provided for the South Saskatchewan River or North Saskatchewan River
elements. Water requirements for these two elements have been assumed, based on the water
requirements/acres ratio of the Lake Diefenbaker section.
Table 25 – Summary of Project Costs and Water Requirements, Westside Project
Water
Water Source
2007 Costs
Acres
Cost/Acre
Requirements
Lake
534,000 –
$1,851,261,190
331,271
$5,588
Diefenbaker
620,000 dam3
South
Saskatchewan
River
North
Saskatchewan
River

$139,145,758

25,529

$5,509

41,152* –
47,780* dam3

$104,869,287

17,670

$5,935

28,484* 33,071* dam3

* Water requirements assumed, based on applying the same water per acre ratio as known areas.
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A detailed implementation plan was produced for the irrigation based on water from Lake
Diefenbaker. The schedule comprises six stages. Each stage is composed of an Investigation
and Design stage prior to any development. A two year period has been allocated to each
Investigation and Design stage.
Stage 1 incorporates an area of 49,022 acres (46,551 new acres) and is geographically
the closest area to Lake Diefenbaker. The report identified several phases of each
stage. The Investigation and Design would be followed by a main Canal Upgrade,
Macrorie A, B & C, and Bounty South/Macrorie D/Conquest. Stage 1 is scheduled to
be completed over a 5 year period.
Stage 2 comprises an area of 52,969 acres and the schedule includes the following
phases; Investigation and Design, Pump Station, Macrorie D, Anerley South, Main
Canal Extension, Conquest/Ardath/Reservoirs. Stage 2 is scheduled to be completed
over a 5 year period.
Stage 3 comprises an area of 21,840 acres and the work schedule includes the
following phases; Investigation and Design, Main Canal Extension and Reservoirs
C/Milden. Stage 3 is scheduled to be completed over a 4 year period.
Stage 4 comprises an area of 31,720 acres and the work schedule includes the
following phases; Investigation and Design, Main Canal Extension, Stonyridge Creek
Syphon, Milden-Northeast and Zealandia. Stage 4 is scheduled to be completed over a
4 year period.
Stage 5 comprises an area of 88,741 acres and the work schedule includes the
following phases; Investigation and Design, Main Canal Extension, Tessier,
Donavon/Delisle and Delisle/West Acquith. Stage 5 is scheduled to be completed
over a 6 year period.
Stage 6 comprises an area of 89,450 acres and the work schedule includes the
following phases; Investigation and Design, Main Canal Extension, Eagle Creek
Syphon, Eagle Creek West, Catherwood/Kinley and Perdue/Arelee. Stage 6 is
scheduled to be completed over a 6 year period.
A breakdown of the proposed work schedule and estimated duration is shown in Figure 16.
Maps 16 and 17 outline the location and some details of the proposed project.
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Figure 16 – Summary of Proposed Work Schedule and Estimated Duration, Westside Project

Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Lake Diefenbaker
Stage 1 - 46,551 acres
Investigation and Design
Main Canal Upgrade
Macrorie A, B and C
Bounty South/
Macrorie D/Conquest
Stage 2 - 52,969 Acres
Investigation and Design
Pump station
Macrorie D
Anerley South
Main Canal Extension
Conquest/Ardath/
Reservoirs
Stage 3 - 21,840 Acres
Investigation and Design
Main Canal Extension
Reservoirs C/Milden
Stage 4 - 31,720 Acres
Investigation and Design
Main Canal Extension
Stonyridge Creek Syphon
Milden-Northeast
Zealandia
Stage 5 - 88,741 Acres
Investigation and Design
Main Canal Extension
Tessier
Donavon/Delisle
Delisle/West Acquith
Stage 6 - 89,450 Acres
Investigation and Design
Main Canal Extension
Eagle Creek Syphon
Eagle Creek West
Catherwood/Kinley
Perdue/Arelee

South Saskatchewan River
Investigation and Design
Construction

North Saskatchewan River
Investigation and Design
Construction
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Map 16 – Regional Location of Proposed Westside Project

Source: UMA Engineering (2006)
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Map 17 - Stages of Development of the Lake Diefenbaker Section of the Westside Project

Source:
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The Water Resource
The Water Supply
Lake Diefenbaker captures the runoff from the South Saskatchewan River drainage basin in
southern Alberta and southwest Saskatchewan. The gross drainage area is 135,500 km². Large
segments of this gross drainage area drain to local depression areas where runoff is trapped and
returned to the atmosphere through evaporation making these areas ineffective in contributing
to normal supply of water. The effective drainage area is 86,900 km². Most of the drainage area
is located in southern Alberta: 83 percent of the gross drainage area and 91 percent of effective
drainage area.
The runoff potential is much higher in the mountains and foothills of southwest Alberta than
on the prairies of southeast Alberta and southwest Saskatchewan. The vast majority of the
runoff originates west of Lethbridge, Calgary and Red Deer. Only about 1 percent of the
runoff originates in Saskatchewan, mainly from Swift Current Creek. In order to assist with the
administration of the Prairie Provinces Water Apportionment Agreement, Water Survey of
Canada monitors the flows crossing the Alberta - Saskatchewan Border and water uses
upstream in Alberta. The Prairie Provinces Water Board (PPWB) maintains a data base of
recorded and calculated natural flows at the Border and at Saskatoon.
Based on the Saskatoon data, the median annual natural runoff of the South Saskatchewan
River from 1912 to 2006 was 8,704,000 dam³. In the driest year, 1988, the natural supply
dropped to 4,827,711 dam³ and in the wettest year, 1916, the volume was 18,434,000 dam³.
The volume that is exceeded in 90 percent of the years is about 6,000,000 dam³.
This natural flow resource is shared with Alberta where water development, particularly
irrigation, is a heavy user. PPWB data indicate that, in the 1997 to 2006 period, Alberta diverted
an average of 1,640,000 dam³ of water per year. Alberta uses ranged from 2,290,000 dam³ in
2002 to 818,000 dam³ in 2005.
Under the PPWB apportionment agreement, Alberta is permitted to use up to 50 percent of the
natural flow as long as certain base flow limits are met. On average, Alberta uses about
20 percent of the flow, but in the critical dry years of 1988 and 2001, that percentage exceeded
42 percent. Alberta water uses have increased over time and can be expected to continue to do
so. The major irrigation expansions in recent years have been mainly achieved through
increased efficiency, but the ability of the systems to more closely utilize the 50 percent share in
drought years has advanced as well. Although it is impractical for Alberta to utilize 50 percent
in all years, it is reasonable to expect that eventually they will be very close to 50 percent in the
critical dry years, possibly as frequently as 10 percent.
Saskatchewan water management planning will have to anticipate less than 3,000,000 dam³ in
about 10 percent of the years and as low as 2,420,000 dam³ in extreme drought years like 1988.
Potentially, worse droughts might occur in the future.
Alberta has developed detailed simulation models of potential future development scenarios
which confirm similar potential to the simplified calculations above. Because of practical
limitations, the anticipated development scenarios do not reach the 50 percent limits as
frequently as is assumed above, but eventually, particularly if storage was developed near the
Alberta-Saskatchewan Border, (Meridian Dam), it could become possible.
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It is concluded that the annual flow of the South Saskatchewan River in Saskatchewan will
rarely drop below 2,400,000 dam³ and will exceed 3,000,000 dam³ in about 90 percent of the
years. In wet years, volumes as high as 18,000,000 dam³ or more can be expected.
Reservoir Losses
Creation of the 40,000 ha Lake Diefenbaker in the semi arid climatic region created a significant
net evaporation loss. Evaporation losses average about 1,000 mm and range from 790 to
1,300 mm. Precipitation averages about 350 mm and ranges from 160 to 530 mm. On average,
the lake has a net loss about 650 mm of water with a range from about 300 mm to 1,100 mm.
The lake area is generally less than the full 40,000 ha because it is not always full. The total loss
averages close to 250,000 dam³ and ranges from about 100,000 dam³ to 400,000 dam³.

Current Uses
Power Generation
Releases from Lake Diefenbaker to the South Saskatchewan River are normally passed through
the hydro electric turbines at the Coteau Creek Power Station at Gardiner Dam. Up to
430 m³/s of flow can be used to generate up to 267 Mw of power. The only time that water is
released without generating power is when flood inflows require spills in excess of the power
station capacity in order to control the rate of filling of Lake Diefenbaker.
This power station could use 13,600,000 dam³ of water per year if that quantity was available
and if the flow could be regulated to a constant outflow. In essence, power generation could
utilize all of the flow available in all but major flood events. In fact, if larger quantities of water
were available, the power station would be larger to take advantage of the water.
Since the actual flow is not usually large enough for full power generation, the water that is
available is passed through the power turbines when the energy produced will be most valuable
on the provincial power grid; that is, when it will displace the most expensive alternative fuel.
The power system is mainly based on thermal generation fueled mainly by lignite coal and
natural gas. Every unit of energy provided by hydro which is almost a free fuel displaces a unit
of energy that would have to consume expensive fuel. The generation system is operated to use
hydro energy to displace as much natural gas fuel as possible since natural gas is usually about
three times as expensive as lignite coal.
The value of water for hydro electric generation can therefore be calculated based on the value
of the alternative fuel saved. The portion of hydro energy that displaces natural gas during peak
power demand periods is much more valuable than the portion that displaces lignite coal. Since
natural gas is normally not needed in off peak times such as late at night, having sufficient water
for full time hydro operation is less critical than having water at peak power demand periods.
The water of the South Saskatchewan River is used to generate power at Gardiner Dam, then at
the Findlay and Campbell hydro stations downstream on the Saskatchewan River, and also at
several stations in Manitoba. Additional stations could be added in the future.
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Agriculture and Irrigation
Water Rights data indicates that there are 40,500 ha of licensed irrigation from Lake
Diefenbaker.
The largest project, SSRID, has 13,790 ha licensed for a diversion rate of 600 mm or a potential
demand of 82,740 dam³. Saskatchewan Agriculture data indicates that the irrigated area has
ranged from 10,250 ha to 14,780 ha and water use has ranged from 137 mm to 670 mm. The
water use varies with the weather conditions and crops. Water use from 1988 to 2006 averaged
30,370 dam³, but in a dry year, the full 600 mm could be applied to the full 13,790 ha area for a
use of 82,740 dam³.
Eight smaller districts total 11,250 ha and they are allocated 457 mm for an allowable use of
51,400 dam³. Measured data for the two largest districts, Luck Lake and Riverhurst from 1990
to 2006, indicates a maximum use of close to 300 mm and an average of 190 mm. The
potential use of 51,400 dam³ may be conservative.
There are 15,530 ha of private irrigation which are licensed to 457 mm or 71,000 dam³. It is
likely that maximum usage is somewhat lower than this value and average usage is likely less
than half.
In a dry year, existing projects could divert about 205,000 dam³. Average diversions are about
half the maximum.
Environmental
Studies completed during the planning for construction of the South Saskatchewan River
Project determined that a base flow of 42.5 m³/s would be required to ensure that the
downstream river could maintain its basic ecologic, navigation and aesthetic functions. The
releases from Gardiner Dam always provide a daily mean flow rate of 42.5 m³/s. Actual
operation seldom gets below 50 m³/s for long periods. On an annual basis, that could require
1,580,000 dam³/yr of water. Simply providing a base flow does not optimize ecologic
conditions. Some variability above the base would enhance the downstream river. To some
extent, the variability is achieved in wet years, but some change in droughts will be desirable. At
least a 1,600,000 dam³ will be required.
Lake Diefenbaker also provides water for wildlife and fish through the various diversions
discussed below.
Municipal Water Supply Systems
The cities of Saskatoon, Regina and Moose Jaw and many towns and villages rely on South
Saskatchewan River water. In total, in 2006 some 216,000 people obtained their municipal
water supplies from irrigated agriculture water supply and storage systems. In addition many
others benefited from improved water quality. In total over 400,000 benefited from the Lake
Diefenbaker water storage and related municipal water supply systems Table 26. These waters
are distributed from Lake Diefenbaker through a series of water supply systems including the
Qu’Appelle, Buffalo Pound Lake and the Saskatoon Southeast Water Supply System.
Lake Diefenbaker has improved the quality of water supply for many communities downstream
from the Gardiner Dam. Prior to the construction of the dam the water coming from the upper
basin carried a substantial sediment load. This sediment is now captured at the west end of
Lake Diefenbaker where the low velocity of the water allows it to settle out. In the 75 km
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between the Gardiner Dam and Saskatoon, the river picks up a dilute load of sediment from the
river bed but at a much lower concentration than before the project was built. Thus users
downstream of the dam, including Saskatoon and the many communities served through the
City’s water works have seen a marked improvement in raw water quality as a result of the
storage and regulated water release into the South Saskatchewan River.
Table 26 - Municipalities Served from Irrigation and Benefiting From Agriculture Water
Supply and Storage
Water Source
Lake Diefenbaker
Direct Withdrawals

Qu'Appelle Valley
Dam - Buffalo
Pound Lake

Saskatoon Southeast
Water Supply System

South Saskatchewan
River

Community
Riverhurst
Elbow
Regina
Moose Jaw
Bethune
Disley
Arm River Colony
Tuxford
Marquis
Grand Coulee
Broderick
(Broderick Reservoir)
Hanley
(Brightwater Reservoir)
Thode
(Blackstrap)
Shields
(Blackstrap)
Viscount
(Zelma Reservoir)
Guernsey
(Dellwood reservoir)
Lanigan
(Dellwood Reservoir)
Outlook
Milden
Vanscoy

Total Municipal Population Directly Served
Major Populations Benefiting from
Improved Water Quality – Saskatoon+
Municipal Water Supply Populations
Benefiting from Lake Diefenbaker Water
Supplies.

Population
2001
2006
143
121
298
294
178,225
179,246
32,131
32,132
380
369
62
62
97
94
366

88
71
435

83

77

495

464

133

156

142

172

272

251

1,289
2,129
196
345

1,233
1,938
172
339

216,880

217,620

196,845

202,340

413,725

419,960

Source: Statistics Canada

Saskatoon Southeast Water Supply (SSEWS)
In the 1960s, a canal and reservoir system was constructed to deliver water to an area northeast
of Lake Diefenbaker to supply irrigation, municipal, industrial, recreation, fish and wildlife uses.
The pumphouse that serves the SSEWS and SSRID is located on the east end of Gardiner
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Dam. Records of pumped volumes are published by Water Survey of Canada to 1995. In order
to estimate the SSEWS diversion, the reported uses for SSRID must be deducted to avoid
double counting the irrigation district use. In the period from 1988 to 1995 when data is readily
available, the SSEWS diversion averaged 36,000 dam³ and ranged from 18,000 dam³ to 56,000
dam³.

QuʼAppelle River
Water from Lake Diefenbaker is released to the Qu’Appelle River to provide for municipal and
industrial uses; irrigation recreation lake level maintenance; and wildlife and fish. Diversions
started in the mid 1950s by pumping from the South Saskatchewan River, then when Lake
Diefenbaker filled in the mid 1960s gravity releases started. In the period from 1987 to 2006,
this diversion has averaged 115,000 dam³/year. It has ranged from 59,000 dam³ in 1996 when
wet conditions in the Qu’Appelle River Basin met most of the demand to 195,000 dam³ in 1989
when local runoff was virtually zero in the Qu’Appelle River Basin.

Industrial
Industries in the central part of Saskatchewan also rely heavily on the irrigation water sources
and distribution systems. These uses are very important to the economy, but the volumes are
modest compared to the total resource. The City of Saskatoon uses and withdrawals from the
South Saskatchewan River downstream of Gardiner Dam are included in the above 42.5 m³/s
base flow. Regina, Moose Jaw and the other significant municipal and industrial uses are
included in the diversions to the Brodrick Main Canal and Qu’Appelle River.

Recreation
Lake Diefenbaker was designed and developed mainly as a water supply reservoir, but it was
recognized that it would provide a valuable recreation opportunity as well. Generally, lakes
provide the best recreation if they have stable water levels but, to function as a water supply
reservoir, the lake level must fluctuate as water is stored and withdrawn. The recreation at Lake
Diefenbaker has been designed to accommodate these level fluctuations. Cottages are not on
lake front lots. Boat launches and public beaches have been constructed to function over a
wide range of levels.
Although recreation developments have been designed to accommodate fluctuations, more
stable levels could improve some aspects of recreation development. Increased water use could
lead to a changed lake level regime that might not be favoured by recreation users.

Flood Control
Lake Diefenbaker provides major reductions in downstream flood peaks. In order for the lake
to provide this benefit, it must be at a low level in spring and early summer when potential
flood risk is high. When dry years occur, this may mean the lake does not fill which can impact
on water supply potential in subsequent years.
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Summary Water Use
Lake Diefenbaker meets a wide range of uses. Optimum operation for any one use will
compromise its value for others. Operation planning for the lake must recognize and balance
all of the potential uses while taking into account information on upstream runoff forecasting
limitations.
The Basin Operations Section of Saskatchewan Watershed Authority (SWA) coordinates
operations. Based on upstream flow and weather data and consultation with Alberta officials,
flow forecasts are prepared. Information on all the potential beneficial uses is considered in
developing day to day plans.
In 2006, SWA undertook a study of water availability. The historic flow data from 1912 to 2004
were analyzed. The inflow that would have occurred with Alberta’s maximum level of
development was used.
A simulation model was developed for the reservoir and various operating scenarios were
tested. They concluded that the supply available for irrigation could range from
380,000 dam³/yr if flood control and lake level stability was emphasized to 3,700,000 dam³/yr if
the reservoir operation only considered water supply. The 3,700,000 dam³/yr would require
accepting shortages in 30 percent of the years which would not likely be practical. In Alberta,
where similar irrigation development is approaching its supply limit, it is anticipated that
shortages in about 10 percent of the years may be acceptable. At 10 percent shortages, the
maximum supply at Lake Diefenbaker is reduced to 2,270,000 dam³/yr if flood control and lake
level stability is not given much priority. If water use reached about 1,500,000 dam³/yr much of
the flood control and level stability could still be provided. It is noted that any increase in
consumptive use will directly reduce the electric generation potential.
In summary, there is sufficient supply available for substantial increases in the water use, but
only with reductions in the other potential benefits.

Photo Credit: Lake Diefenbaker Tourism Committee
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Early Development Impacts of LD Irrigation
Contrasting Development with and without Irrigation Lake
Diefenbakerʼs East and West Side
The decision to halt development on the west side of the river has led to very different patterns
of development between the east and west side. A comparison of what exists today in the
Town of Outlook and the surrounding rural municipality of Rudy with the west side rural
municipalities of Fertile Valley (No. 285), Montrose (No. 315) and Harris (No. 316), and their
largest centres illustrate this difference. Other than the intensive development of irrigation and
irrigation related activities in the rural municipality of Rudy and the Town of Outlook, the
prospects for economic growth prior to 1968 on both sides was largely predicated on the same
factors. While there is some micro-variation within these municipalities in terms of soil quality,
the economic base for both sides was dry land agriculture focusing on cereal grains and the
associated economic linkages.
Figure 17 shows the population trends for consolidated, (including all urban areas within the
municipality), rural municipalities and their major trading centres over the last eighty years for
the heavily irrigated eastern side and the non-irrigated western side of the South Saskatchewan
River. A quick look at these two graphs shows a stark difference in population trends over the
last thirty years that irrigation has been used.
Population numbers steadily declined for all of the municipalities, except for Outlook between
1921 and 1951. In 1951, planning for the South Saskatchewan River Project led the population
to increase. The construction of the Gardiner Dam and the irrigation works that followed led
to a rising population for RM284-Rudy and the Town of Outlook. This growth can be seen
clearly in Figure 17 with the steady growth from 1951 to 1991. Hundreds of workers and their
families poured into the area for the construction of the dam and after its completion, they were
expected to leave, in most cases this was true. For Outlook however, quite the opposite was
true. The population of Outlook has continued its upward climb over the past thirty years
stabilizing in recent times at around two thousand people. The presence of irrigated agriculture
on the east side of the river after 1968 continued to sustain and expand the population while the
non-irrigated west side remained an area dependant on dry land agriculture and their
populations continued to decline.
The level of population decline in the non-irrigated areas on the west side of the river is indeed
dramatic. While no urban centre within any of these three rural municipalities could be called a
major trade centre, these small towns have historically been the main centres serving their
surrounding rural municipality. This generally entails the provision of agricultural suppliers,
mechanics, restaurants, schools, bars and maybe a hotel. The rural population necessary to
support these services for all three rural municipalities has not been maintained.
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Figure 17 - Population Trends for Selected Municipalities on the Irrigated Eastside and
Non-Irrigated Westside of Lake Diefenbaker, 1921 – 2006

Source: Statistics Canada

Once a town is no longer providing services, it essentially ceases to be. Evidence of this is clear
when looking at the three west side rural municipalities. The Rural Municipality of Fertile
Valley (No. 285) sits adjacent to the South Saskatchewan River on the west side and was
originally targeted for large scale irrigation development following the 1952 royal commission
report. Conquest, its largest centre, has been losing people at a much more aggressive pace in
recent years and in 2006 had only 167 people, down from 261 in 1971.23 Although small
amounts of irrigation development have begun to occur on the southern tip of this rural
municipality around the second biggest centre of Macrorie, the mere 2,335 irrigated acres24
present in 2001 have not changed this town’s fortunes. The population of Macrorie in 2006
was 78 people, down from 120 in 1971.25 Two other towns worthy of note, Ardath and
Bounty, have since been folded into the surrounding rural municipality.
Even more dramatic population changes can be seen just to the north of R.M. No. 285 in the
towns of the Rural Municipalities of Montrose (No. 315) and Harris (No. 316). Much of the
Statistics Canada (2006)
Saskatchewan Agriculture, Food and Rural Revitalization, (2003)
25
Statistics Canada, (2006)
23

24
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area of Montrose was slated for irrigation development following the 1952 commission
including around the towns of Laura and Donovan. Laura, its largest centre, was folded into
the surrounding R.M. in the 1970s, Donovan even earlier than that. The rural municipality of
Harris lies directly to the west of Montrose and was also slated for irrigation development,
primarily around the Town of Tessier. Harris, the biggest centre in this municipality had
187 people in 2006, down from 254 in 1971.26 Tessier has since been folded into the
surrounding rural municipality.
Community vitality, as measured by population trends, is a direct result of its supporting
economic base; therefore, a good way to judge a community’s long term viability is on the
economic base that supports it. A good economic base can provide a number of services to
communities that in turn lead to the development of even more services. For example the
presence of one processing plant which employs forty people could nearly support an entire
community. Those forty people pay local taxes, use local banks, they have families which need
to be fed, entertained and educated. In addition, the inputs for the processing facility must be
bought from local suppliers and the final outputs must be transported. Once all the backward
and forward linkages are counted, one such industry could potentially stabilize a centre’s
population or even induce growth.
The Town of Outlook, being the largest centre in the area and situated in the heart of the most
heavily irrigated part of Saskatchewan, was in an excellent position to reap to the benefits of
irrigation related activities following the completion of the irrigation works in 1968. While the
vast majority of irrigation farmers in this area have chosen to continue producing traditional
cereal grains, some diversification has occurred. This diversification, along with more intensive
production of traditional crops, has led to the development of a number of businesses directly
related to irrigation. Businesses such as Barrich Farms, Elcan Forage, Keg Agro, Boot Hay
Producers, Mid West Agro, Northern Konstar Seeds, True North Seed Potato, Valley West
Irrigation, Western Irrigation Inc. and Rainmaker Irrigation, have all helped develop Outlook
into the principle irrigation services centre for the entire Lake Diefenbaker Development area.
The development of businesses based on irrigation agriculture has had a number of benefits to
the community. As the official website of the town of Outlook boasts, “With the largest irrigation
project in the province, Outlook has diversified its strong, traditional agricultural base to become ‘Saskatchewan’s
Garden.”27 The people these irrigation based businesses employ have enabled the community to
continue to provide its citizens with the services essential for a healthy, stable community.
Outlook has an elementary school and also a high school which both serve much of the
surrounding area. Outlook has a medical centre, six restaurants, five hotels, three groceries,
four banks, four insurance dealers, and a plethora of other businesses which are all supported in
part by irrigation.28 In total, the business and services directory of Outlook lists 196 businesses
and services, impressive for a town of only 2000 people.
In stark contrast to Outlook’s ability to build and maintain a solid economic and social
infrastructure stands the towns and villages of the three rural municipalities lying on the western
side of the South Saskatchewan River. The villages of Conquest and Macrorie, which together
make up the only centres within R.M. No. 285, have lost much of their capacity to attract
people or even keep the people they already have. The dry land agricultural base which fuels
the region has not thrived well in a competitive globalized market for commodities and farmers
have been leaving the region at a steady pace over the last eighty years. The businesses that
these farmers and their families supported have gone with them. Today neither town has a
school. There was one in Conquest; however, it closed in 1996, the children are now bussed to
Outlook. Both towns have a community Co-op which provides the necessities of life; however,
26

Statistics Canada, (2006)
Town of Outlook (2008)
28
ibid.
27
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for all other services the first stop is Outlook, followed by Saskatoon. The community web
sites for both towns list approximately 40 businesses combined with the vast majority of these
being home based businesses employing only one person.
The R.M.’s of Montrose and Harris and their towns and villages have also suffered from this
declining agricultural base. The R.M. of Montrose no longer has a main town or village to call
its own after the folding of Laura into the surrounding R.M. back in the 1970s. Services to the
R.M. are supplied by a mixture of centres with Outlook, Delisle and Saskatoon being the
principle ones. The Town of Harris has managed to survive while still providing some services
to the surrounding R.M. and its residents. There is a K-12 school in Harris which also serves
what is left of Tessier. No medical centres exist but there is a restaurant, a bar, a grocery and a
bank.29 The fact that this community has been able to hang on to these services despite the
massive population losses occurring in the village itself and the surrounding R.M. is quite
remarkable. Judging by the fate of other like communities in the area however, if some
economic diversification does not take place soon, then Harris will end up just like Laura or
Tessier, gone.
It should be noted at this point that there are more factors at play here than just the presence,
or lack, of intensive irrigation based agriculture that have led these communities to their present
day status. The Town of Outlook was the centre piece of the region before the development of
irrigation and in a sense irrigation and its associated industries, have only helped to solidify that
role. Community vitality and viability are complex goals to achieve and there is no science to it.
One thing that can be said however, is that once a community is either growing or dying the
process becomes self perpetuating. More people attract more businesses and more businesses
attract more people and reverse is also true. At this point, it is unlikely that any of the villages
discussed on the west side will see the kind of growth or vitality that is today seen in Outlook,
but perhaps with more profitable farms, these villages could solidify the populations they
already have. Once that is done and a strong economic base is formed, who knows what the
future could hold for these communities and their people.

29

Begin, I. 2008.
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